Fighting in southern Madamiyet Elsham displaces 500 families.

Fighting in besieged Deir-Ez-Zor city displaces at least 3,000 families.

Fighting in Shadadah causes displacement.

Fighting in Aleppo and rural Hama causes large wave of displacement.

Fighting in Ataman and Sheikh Miskine leads to displacement.

Clashes displace an estimated 1,200 families from Markada sub district in Al-Hasakeh

Fighting in Palmyra city causes displacement.

IDPs returns from Hama city to southern rural Hama.

Fighting in Aleppo causes displacement

IDPs returns from Hama city to southern rural Hama.

IDPs returns within Al-Hasakeh in Shadadi and Areesha sub district.

IDPs returns within Dar’a

Fighting in Aleppo causes displacement

An estimated 80,000 Syrians are stranded along the border area with Jordan, including 70,000 in makeshift tented settlements in Rukban and 10,000 in Hadalat.